
Now it’s easy to resell telco services

Telco services make natural add-on 

offerings to the staple MSP offerings 

such as hosting, licensing and service 

charges. Datagate makes telco billing 

easy and inexpensive.

Managed Service Providers are using 

Datagate to sell, price and invoice their 

customers for a wide range of services, 

including telco, all on a common bill 

under their own branding.

New revenue  
for IT Managed 
Service Providers
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Datagate manages every aspect of reporting, including taking the bulk wholesale minutes Dimension Data New 

Zealand buys and apportioning them to the individual Dimension Data-branded call plans sold to clients. Datagate 

also checks and reports on all of the phone lines and usage for each client call plan. Call minutes, data and text 

message usage can run to thousands of line items. 

“There has been a strong uptake of these new 

services by existing clients,” says Dimension Data 

New Zealand’s Shaun Bell. 

“Clients find it simpler to have one service 

provider delivering a complete range of IT, telco 

and data services.”

Dimension Data New Zealand’s clients benefit 

from having a single service provider.

“We can now take full responsibility for our clients’ networks. You can’t do that if you’re just managing other 

providers on behalf of your clients. Datagate also shows us how a client is using, or not using, every phone line and 

data package. That information enables us to make recommendations that save clients money,” Shaun Bell says. 

“We simply buy wholesale data and minutes, 
sell on an agreed plan and add value for the 
client.” 

 Shaun Bell  |  Managed Services, Dimension Data New Zealand
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“

“
Datagate is key to offering a high quality,  

repeatable, well priced service.

Delivering new ‘single point’  
IT and telco services for clients

Global IT Managed Services Provider Dimension Data uses 

Datagate to offer its New Zealand customers a ‘single point’ 

ICT managed service, including full telco fixed line voice, 

mobile voice, and mobile data services.

View the full Dimension Data New Zealand case study at www.datagate-i.com

The integration of full telco services was 

made possible with the Datagate cloud solution which gives Dimension Data New 

Zealand the platform required to provision, price, report on, and bill a full range of 

fixed line calling, MVNO mobile voice and data services.

http://www.datagate-i.com/case-studies/dimension-data-nz/


Datagate is a cloud-based billing engine and customer 

self-service portal that manages the data aggregation, 

rating, billing and analysis of service usage enabling 

resellers to differentiate their offerings even in 

commodity markets. 
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Billing and reporting cloud portal

Datagate specialises in 
state-of-the-art online 
billing and reporting 
portals for resellers  
of telco and other  
usage-based services.



Bill any usage-based service
If you’re an MSP wanting to resell more than telco 

services, Datagate can help. Our clients also include 

resellers of utility, cloud and other metered services.

MSP growth unleashed

Many MSPs are drowning in billing complexity and transaction volume, which restricts 

sales and slows business growth. Datagate can streamline and automate billing 

processes to remove these growth constraints.

Datagate allows MSPs to bundle and differentiate their service offerings instead  

of just competing on price. End customers can access and analyse their billing  

and usage data, as well as communicate and interact online.



Four good reasons  
to choose Datagate
Datagate makes complex  

billing easy and inexpensive.  

It offers four main advantages:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Datagate has a simple state-of-the-art 

user interface that can be accessed 

and used optimally on most devices, 

including smartphones, tablets and 

computer browsers.

Datagate is built from the ground up 

on the massively scalable Microsoft 

Azure platform. It can scale up or 

down in response to demand and it 

can be replicated and accessed locally 

from almost anywhere in the world.

Datagate MSP-branded sites can 

be deployed quickly and be up 

and running within a day, if the 

necessary connections are already 

established.

USER INTERFACE

UNIFIED BILLING

Datagate enables the selling of services 

that are billed according to usage – such 

as telco services – from any number 

of suppliers or sources, unified on the 

same bill, under the MSP’s own brand 

and pricing formula. It is a revenue 

stream enabler, allowing the MSP to sell 

a selection of services from a selection 

of vendors. MSPs can have their own 

branded internet customer portal where 

their end customers can log in, view and 

analyse their billing and usage information.

SCALABLE

FAST



Business benefits

Key outcomes

Combine and bundle multiple service types

Quality, repeatable, well-priced service

Accurate big-volume invoicing 

Clients gain simplicity dealing with  

a single provider

MSP as a single source ICT provider

New revenue streams

White labelling enables brand creation 

Increased client stickiness

Full responsibility for clients’ networks

Manage, measure & bill multiple revenue streams 

Branded customer portal and login 

Intuitive and simple user interface 

More responsive service



“We created a new business-to-consumer brand to offer 

internet services to the residential market,” says NakiCloud 

Director, Ryan Eagar. 

The new brand – Speedster – is designed to capture residential 

internet market share. That meant gearing up for large customer 

numbers and large volumes of invoices. “Datagate was essential 

to the launch of the Speedster brand,” Ryan Eagar says.

NakiCloud has cut its billing time by more than half with 

Datagate. “It’s very easy and very logical. It has a nice user interface and we can offer login access to our clients so they 

can check usage or costs. Datagate has a great team, their tailoring for us has been really good.” 

The company is using Datagate’s white labelling capability to create fresh brands as required to position each new 

service. This is enabling tightly targeted marketing and a highly professional end customer experience for every brand.

“Datagate helps us deliver a responsive service that saves customers money. Without Datagate, we couldn’t do it,” Ryan 

Eagar says. “Datagate is a flexible platform, that’s its beauty. I really value being able to work with them to customise 

Datagate the way we want it.” 

“It works, It’s accurate. We 
have big plans for the future 
with Datagate.”

Ryan Eagar  |  Director, NakiCloud

Datagate in action | NakiCloud

Ryan Eagar |  Director, NakiCloud

“

“
Datagate gives us the confidence to  
create new brands and new service lines 
to target many different market sectors. 

MSP launching five new  
service lines with Datagate 

Managed Service Provider NakiCloud is using Datagate to 

create new brands and revenue streams, diversifying from  

IT managed services into telco, internet, electricity and 

 data storage services.

View the full NakiCloud case study at www.datagate-i.com

Once an IT managed services provider selling IT 

infrastructure as a service, NakiCloud has used Datagate 

to measure, manage and bill two completely new revenue 

streams – telco landline and internet fibre services. A further three new revenue streams – 

mobile telco, electricity and data storage services – are also scheduled for launch. 

http://www.datagate-i.com/case-studies/nakicloud/


Get in touch

NZ Phone / International: +64 (9) 280 3626

Free Phone in NZ: 0800 DATAGATE
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mark.loveys@datagate-i.com
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